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Before we start…

• Session recording (not breakout rooms & caucuses)

• Chatbox

• Patience and grace with technology issues 

• Self-care 

• Post-session resources including recording with closed captions
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Our Introductions
• Names

• Pronouns

• A bit about our qualifications

• Communities we’re accountable to in our work (both paid and 
unpaid work)





Session Objectives 
1. Establish the importance of utilizing an intersectional framework in gender 

liberation work

2. Identify tools and strategies to make harm reduction and violence prevention 
work transformative, affirming, and liberatory for trans and gender non-
conforming people

3. Explore the role of cultural humility and self-reflection in working with 
communities

4. Engage in skill sharing and learning across harm reduction and violence 
prevention practitioners 



Conceptual Groundwork
UNDERSTANDING GENDER AND ITS SOCIAL CONTEXT



What does “gender” mean to you?
SELF-REFLECTION





Cisgender

No significant 
difference between sex 
assigned at birth (male 
or female) and gender 

identity

Binary

Man (FTM)
Woman (MTF)

Non-Binary

Agender

Gender queer

Two spirit

Gender fluid

Third gender
DemimanDemiwoman

And more

Transgender
Self-identified difference 
between sex assigned at 

birth (male or female) and 
gender identity



How do you experience your own gender?
SELF-REFLECTION



Trans People are Not New
We’Wha, two-spirit

Zuni Native American 
documented

1952 CE

Christine Jorgensen 
acknowledges having 
gender confirmation

surgery

Trans women begin
the modern LGBTQ

liberation movement

First transgender 
person elected to
statewide office

Minneapolis becomes 
first city to pass

legislation protecting
transgender people 

1975 CE

1871 CE

1800 
BCE

Relics in present day 
Egypt depict 3 genders

1969 CE 2006 CE

2017 CE

Oregon adds third
Gender to drivers 

licensesBCE = Before Common Era 
CE = Common Era



Gender diversity has always existed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JqObHiBin8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JqObHiBin8


How the Gender Binary Harms
• Is rooted in Eurocentric colonization 

• Teaches us that:
• Men are the ideal, but only when they act a certain way

• Women are weak and subservient

• Non-binary people don’t exist

• Restricts everyone’s expression

• Results in bullying, harassment, violence, and 
oppression whenever anyone steps too far outside
assigned gender norms

• Creates unobtainable standards 

MaleFemale



What is one way the gender 
binary has limited you from 
being yourself or doing what was 
authentic to you?
SELF-REFLECTION WITH OPTION FOR SHARE OUT 



Sociopolitical Context of Trans Lives
CISCENTRISM AND TRANSPHOBIA ARE DANGEROUS 



An Epidemic of Injury and Violence: 
2015 US Trans Survey
% who were verbally, physically, or sexually assaulted in a bathroom (year):

% who were physically attacked (year):

% who have attempted suicide (lifetime):

% who have been sexually assaulted (lifetime):

% who have experienced violence by an intimate partner (lifetime):

% who have had serious thoughts about dying by suicide (lifetime):

12%

13%

40%

47%

54%

82%



An Epidemic of Injury and Violence: 
2017 YRBS 
% of respondents identified as trans: 

% were threatened or injured with a weapon at school: 

% ever forced to have sexual intercourse: 

% experienced physical dating violence: 

% bullied at school: 

% attempted suicide: 

% lifetime opioid use: 

2%

24%

24%

26%

35%

35%

36%



The life expectancy of trans women 
in the Americas is 30-35 years old. 

Inter American Commission on Human Rights, 2014



Administrative Violence: What Begins 
with Paperwork Can End in Mortality 



6 Months of Misery 
Jan 20, 2017: All mention of LGBTQI people scrubbed from websites for the 
White House, Department of State, and Department of Labor

Feb 2017: DOJ and DOE remove Title IX protections for trans students

March 2017: Census Bureau retracts a proposal to collect demographic info 
on LGBTQ people in the 2020 Census  

March 2017: HUD deletes resource documents about sheltering homeless 
trans people

April 2017: Justice Department withdraws lawsuit challenging NC’s HB2

May 2017: DHHS announces a plan to roll back protections for trans  
healthcare provided in the Affordable Care Act 



Legislative Violence 
Perpetrated by the Federal Government Since 2017
• Withdrawn regulatory protections for trans students in schools

• Fought against federal employment laws recognizing and protecting 
trans people

• Banned trans people from serving in the military

• Rolled back protections for trans people in prisons 

• Stripped trans people of important healthcare rights, including 
discrimination protections

• Proposed a HUD rule that will allow single-sex emergency shelters to 
turn trans people away 



R.G. & G.R. Harris Funeral Homes In. 
v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

MAJORITY

“An employer who fires an individual merely for 
being gay or transgender defies the law.”

– Neil Gorsuch

DISSENT

“A more brazen abuse of our authority to 
interpret statutes is hard to recall. … For 
women who have been victimized by sexual 
assault or abuse, the experience of seeing an 
unclothed person with the anatomy of a male 
in a confined and sensitive location such as a 
bathroom or locker room  can cause serious 
psychological harm.” – Samuel Alito joined by 
Clarence Thomas

“So to think that sexual orientation 
discrimination is just a form of sex 
discrimination is not just a mistake of language 
and psychology, but also a mistake of history 
and sociology.” – Brett Kavanaugh



Take-Aways
• Violence often framed as interpersonal 

• Can also be perpetrated by organizations and governments

• Can take the form of systemic erasure from or neglect by helping services

• Vast majority of injury epidemics facilitated by state-sponsored and 
administrative violence

• Epidemics within trans communities are due to failures of systems and 
perpetration of violence by individuals, systems, and governments, NOT due to 
something inherent with trans people



Intersecting Identities

One experience of
oppression, for ex.
race 

Another 
experience of 
oppression, for ex.
gender

Intersectionality – the effects of both oppressions are 
reinforced & magnified (Kimberlé Crenshaw, 1989)



How do gender and race-based 
violence intersect?

Physical attack for any reason in the past year 
(2015 US Trans Survey)

Lifetime rate of sexual assault 
(2015 US Trans Survey)



At the Intersections: 
How LGBTQ Youth of Color Invented Voguing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XJ6fqQX_e9U


Trans Resilience



Black 
Trans Lives 
Matter



Visibility is Complicated



Break (and self-reflection)
We’ll be splitting into caucuses for the last hour

We still have some more presentation to do but start thinking about where you 
would like to go now.

TGNC folx will have their own group (but can join one of the other two instead if 
they choose)

Cis folx choose:

New learner (this info is new to me within the last year)

Intermediate learner (this info is familiar to me)



What can we do to improve trans lives?
CHANGE SYSTEMS FROM THE INSIDE WHILE ALSO 
DISMANTLING THEM FROM THE OUTSIDE 



A Tale of Two Countries
THE UNITED STATES IS…

A democracy in which law and policy derive 
from what the majority thinks is best

A country that used to be racist and sexist but 
is now largely fair and neutral thanks to 
changes in law

A place where if particular groups experience 
harm, they can appeal to the law for 
protection

A settler colony founded and built through 
genocide and enslavement

A country whose laws have always 
arranged people based on socially 
constructed categories such as race and 
gender

A place where these stratifications 
produce different levels of poverty and 
exploitation



Reframing What Helps: A Brief Example
Problem: violence against trans people

Mainstream solution: hate crime laws

Reality:
◦ Hate crime laws do not reduce rates of hate crimes

◦ They do bolster the role of the criminal legal system, which ultimately hurts trans and NBY 
people – particularly trans and NBY people of color

◦ Hate crime legislation depends on government enforcement, which government actually 
enacts its own violence against trans and NBY people

◦ Perpetuate the idea of individuals as the primary perpetrators



Transformative Policy Practice

The Big Problems The Official Lesbian and Gay
Solutions

Critical Queer and Trans 
Approaches

Trans people experience violence and 
discrimination in the military

Eliminate bans on participation of 
trans and non-binary people in the 
military

Join with movements to oppose
racist, sexist, imperialist actions 
abroad and at home. Demand 
reduction/elimination of defense 
budget

Queer and trans people, poor people 
and people of color have minimal 
access to quality health care

Use marriage to allow people with 
health benefits from their jobs to 
share these with partners. 

Medicaid expansion; universal
healthcare; fight for trans specific 
healthcare; protest deadly medical 
neglect of people in state custody

Violence against trans people Pass hate crime legislation that 
enhances prison sentences

…?



Transformative Policy Practice
The Big Problems The Official Lesbian 

and Gay Solutions
Critical Queer and 
Trans Approaches

Violence against trans 
people

Pass hate crime 
legislation that 
enhances prison 
sentences

Community-based 
responses that foster 
accountability and 
healing; address root 
causes of trans death 
such as homelessness, 
police violence, 
imprisonment, poverty



Guiding Questions to Ask About Proposed Solutions
❑ Does this policy/program give trans and NBY people access to resources that 
address the root causes of violence?

❑ Does this policy/program draw from the wisdom of trans and NBY grassroots 
activists?

❑ Does this policy/program give resources to trans and NBY people at the margins, 
and particularly those with multiple intersecting oppressions?

❑ Does this policy/program (intentionally or unintentionally) expand an apparatus 
of violence that is used to harm trans people?

❑ Can we evaluate the impact of the policy/program to determine whether it was 
symbolic or materially helpful?



How do we do it?
BARRIERS AND SOLUTIONS TO TRANS -INCLUSIVE AND GENDER 
EXPANSIVE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT



Community Engagement
• A strategic process for working with identified groups of people 
to identify and address issues affecting their wellbeing

• Address issues of common importance

• Solve shared challenges

• Create positive social change



Increasing Impact on Decision Making

Informing

Consulting

Involving
Collaborating

Empowering



Typical Grant-funded Approach
• Funder identifies a social problem, often through surveillance data, 
develops a grant process 

• Applicants: 
• See the government or foundation funding announcement
• Do a literature review (or some other form of research)
• Scramble to get community partners on board
• Write a proposal
• If we don’t get funding: disappear
• If we do get funding: try to get a program off the ground as soon as possible 

to meet the deadlines established in our work plan and by the funding cycle



What challenges have you experienced 
(or anticipate experiencing) when trying to 
engage trans communities in your work?
SELF-REFLECTION AND CHAT BOX ENTRY 



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: Othering

Solution: Understand how gender impacts you; 
unpack your biases; find similarities and shared 
ground



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: Public health values: expediency, 
preference for societal change over 
interpersonal change

Solution: Patient urgency; locate the origin of 
societal change within relationships



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: Historical distrust of systems within 
communities

Solution: Accountability and transformation 
processes specific to and beyond organization



Approaches to Community Organizing

Problem: Community solutions can call for 
dismantling of systems 

Solution: Do not partner with communities 
unless you’re truly willing/able to share power 
with them; get right with big, structural change



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: Temporal and programmatic 
restrictions from funding sources

Solution: Seek funding that allows for formative 
processes; do not apply for funding that does 
not allow you time to build relationships



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: You know things from data or 
research that communities don’t understand

Solution: Engage in shared leadership; resist 
narratives about the supremacy of certain kinds 
of knowledge over others; facilitate community-
based participatory research



Approaches to Community Organizing
Challenge: It is often easiest to engage those 
who are most similar to us (proximity to power)

Solution: Give people in the community 
resources to distribute themselves; invest in 
building power and leadership in community 
(community organizing v. community 
engagement)



Approaches to Community Organizing

Challenge: Fewer trans people embedded in 
formal organizations with funding and limited 
natural community connections

Solution: Hire trans people!; transform your 
organizations to be affirming environments for 
trans people; practice shared leadership 



The Revolution Can Start at Work:
Culture Change is Violence Prevention

Does your organization:

❑ have gender neutral bathrooms?

❑ include pronouns in introductions and email/letter signature lines as 

routine practice?

❑ have health insurance that covers transition-related care?

❑ have gender-neutral HR policies, including policies about work attire?

❑ have HR policies that explicitly list gender expression as a protected class?

❑ Are protections enforceable?



Based on this checklist, how is your 
organization doing?
SELF-REFLECTION



Trans-Inclusive Community Engagement
ADDITIONAL TIPS



Getting pronouns right: 
necessary 

but not sufficient.



This isn’t enough…
(or even always 

good at all). 



LGBTQI people are not a 
monolith. 

LGBQI is different than T.



Choose narratives 
that center assets 
and abundance.



Never require people to 
participate in their own 

oppression.



The targets of trans liberation 
efforts should not be equality and 
inclusion. Rather, they should be to 
dismantle the systems that are 
killing trans people.



Caucus Break Outs (Will not be recorded) 
LEARNING IN COMMUNITY 



Contact Info
Raye Dooley: Email@RayeDooley.com

Sarah Murray: SarahMelissaMurray@gmail.com



Session 
Evaluation

68

Survey Link 

(Also in Chatbox)

https://unc.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cupq2svPs5X0oVT


THANK YOU!




